YOU(TH) ENJOY TO BE ACTIVE AND HEALTHY - YEAH

ERASMUS+ KA229
OBJECTIVES

- To develop key competences of pupils: citizenship competence, literacy and digital competence; entrepreneurship competences.

- To increase the students' awareness of the importance of healthy, responsible and environment-friendly choices for their individual well-being and for the good of the planet.
OBJECTIVES

● To strengthen teachers’ competences towards innovative, transversal and competence-based teaching approaches.

● To consolidate good practices in the school curriculum.
OBJECTIVES

- To raise active citizenship and enhance collaborations with local stakeholders towards better understanding of global changes.

- To reinforce European dimension.
ACTIVITIES

- Six activities in mobility:
  - Teachers’ training: External expert in storytelling and video making. Final product: To create an “advertising” spot.
  - 5 exchanges of groups of pupils.
ACTIVITIES

- Local activities:
  - Virtual collaboration (eTwinning).
  - Logo contest: Every school organises locally and pre-select 2 logos for a contest.
  - Yeah Calendar for 2021: All the partners will upload 2 project photos on eTwinning (November).
BENEFICIARIES

• DIRECT:
  ○ 100 pupils in mobility (12-13 years old).
  ○ 1,300 pupils on local level and in virtual exchanges.
  ○ 40-50 teachers and about 15 other staff members (not teachers),
  ○ At least 100 families.

• INDIRECT:
  ○ Other teachers, pupils and families, local stakeholders and citizens.
METHODOLOGY

- Pupils' oriented and based on teamwork.
- Project-based learning.
- Outdoor learning.
METHODOLOGY

- Learning-by-doing.
- Hosting schools: workshops, study visits and other activities promoting active pupils’ involvement and peer-to-peer learning.
OUR ACTIVITIES IN THIS SCHOOL YEAR

PRIMARY SCHOOL VALENTIN VODNIK
LJUBLJANA, SLOVENIA
10-year-old students had a swimming camp in the first week of September, that’s how they started the school year.
ROLLING AND DRIVING WITH SCOOTER COURSE FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN
CELEBRATION OF THE 1ST NATIONAL SPORTS DAY, 23 SEPTEMBER (YOUNGER STUDENTS RAN AROUND SCHOOL, SOME OLDER WERE ASSISTANTS)
ORIENTATION SPORTS DAYS FOR ALL STUDENTS ON VARIOUS DAYS IN NEAR FORESTS OR PARKS (MOSTEC, TIVOLI, ROŽNIK)
9TH GRADERS HAD A CYCLING, CANOEING, CAVE CLIMBING SPORTS DAY AT THE CERKNICA LAKE IN SEPTEMBER
HIKING SPORT DAY FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN
A GOLF COURSE FOR 4-TH GRADERS
CURRENT ACTIVITIES AT OUR SCHOOL

• questionnaire on after school activities and measurements on students´ morphologic characteristics were taken place but only around 50% of planned was realized due to corona lockdown.

• online actions while homeschooling due to corona: presentations of short active breaks, live online sports lessons, »everyday half an hour outside« invitation, activities in the project Let´s do sports and read (It´s the Olympic Committee´s project which we are involved in, the point is to find sports elements in literature as well).

• Advent calendar activities, t.i every day sports challenges for the whole family.
FUTURE PLANS IN OUR SCHOOL

• We practise one week winter camps, like skiing, cross country skiing, skating, snowboarding camps every school year but this year we’ll have to be flexible.

• Just now, the programme for »Winter Olympic games« for 4th graders (one day sports day) in coming weeks is discussed.
PRIMARY SCHOOL VALENTINA VODNIKA

Active teachers in the project:

Marjeta Raztresen
Maruša Klopčič
Marija Ogorevc
Damjana Potočnik
Lucija Jelenc
PARTNER SCHOOLS:

• Slovenia - OŠ Valentina Vodnika, Ljubljana
• Italy - ICS di Manerbio, Manerbio (Bs)
• Denmark - Højby Skole, Odense S
• Spain - CEIP Ciudad de Mérida, Mérida
• Lithuania - Alytaus „Volungės” progimnazija, Alytus